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Sandy is a single 33-year-old mother of a young child with special needs. She lost both of her parents–her father died
two years ago following a heart attack and her mother died ﬁ ve years ago. Sandy, an only child, now feels alone.
Sandy owns a home, and has a small savings account for her son’s education. Her goals include sending her son,
Marty, to a private school, paying off her mortgage and saving for retirement. However, she is struggling to stay on
track to meet these goals and is seeking some help.
Sandy inherited $2 million in common shares of the company that her father worked in for more than 30 years,
most recently at the executive level. Sandy recalls happier days when she was younger, and her father would take her
to work to visit his fellow employees. As her father was promoted over the years, these opportunities began to
dissipate, to the point where Sandy rarely saw her father due to his late nights at work and busy travel schedule. After
transferring the stock in kind to her name, Sandy admits that she is troubled by holding it. Some days, she feels she
should liquidate it and use it to fund her goals. Other days, she wants nothing to do with it, and thinks about giving it
all away. She feels that her father preferred work over spending time with her. Sandy has tried several times over the
last two years to move forward with selling the shares, but as of yet has been unable to do so. She fears that her
anxiety agonizing over this money is causing her to become depressed.

Knowledge Expectations – Relationships
The FPSC Level 1 Certiﬁ cant in Financial Planning and CFP Professional should be able to:
• Identify that Sandy’s reluctance to fund her goals using her inheritance may be caused by an emotional
attachment to her father. Her chronic inability to deal with the situation, coupled with her anxiety and selfdiagnosed depression, may warrant the support of a medical practitioner.
• Empathize and normalize Sandy’s experience. Explain that “for a lot of people, losing a parent can be one of
the most challenging things to go through in life. While you may feel alone, you are not. As part of my practice,
I maintain relationships with counsellors who are trained to help individuals navigate through experiences like
the one you are going through now. It may help you to look at your situation differently, and ensure you are on
track to meeting the goals you have set out for yourself. Would you like me to introduce you to one of them?”
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